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Cappec Wireless Thermoblue® Bluetooth Temperature and
Humidity Weather Station Brings Connectivity to New Spaces
In a world where the expectation is for more and more parts of the home to be wireless connected
for added control and comfort, Cappec has created a new product category with the release of
their innovative Cappec Thermoblue Wireless Smart Thermometer. Customers have greeted the
product with enthusiasm.
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For an ever-increasing number of people a connected
home is a happy home. Cappec, an innovative
company that specializes in home technology, has
recently done their part in helping bring Bluetooth
connectivity to an area, which hadn't seen it before, the
home thermostat. Enter the Cappec Thermoblue
Bluetooth Wireless Temperature and Humidity Weather
Station, an exciting and affordable home improvement
that connects the thermostat to Bluetooth enabled
smart devices. This allows users to check their home
temperature right on their iPhone, iPad or Android
adding extra comfort and connectivity to an area that
was sorely lacking.
“As a young and dynamic company we are aware that
we and our customers require smart technology
products,” commented K. Tsui, CTO of Cappec.
“Everything is being monitored on handheld devices
nowadays, and what easier way to monitor closed
environments, your patio, your wine cellar, your cigar
humidor or simply your living room with a device that
connects wireless to your smartphone? With
Thermoblue anyone can review, monitor and get alerts
on their current temperature and humidity directly on
the iPhone, iPad or Android.”

According to the company, the Thermoblue can be
placed indoors or outdoors safely and can operate at
up to 50-100 feet in open range. Up to four sensors
can be connected at one time.
Early users of the device have been quick to give the
wireless temperature and humidity weather station
very positive feedback.
Emily P., from New York, recently said, “My husband
and I are both really into technology and love the idea
of wireless connecting as much of our home as
possible. It's both fun and functional, so we were very
excited to hear about Thermoblue. We weren't
disappointed. The weather station works really well
with our iPad and all the functions it lists are both
interesting and helpful. We'll be getting a second to
put outside soon too. Five stars and fully
recommended.”
For more information be sure to visit
http://www.cappec.com
Or buy it directly on Amazon.com go to
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00PQ51N28
See how it works on Youtube:
http://youtu.be/bwtsZFt7qcs

